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Abstl:act,.

A formal theory is given concerning
situati ons. causality and the possibility
and effec t s of actions io given , The
theory i8 intended to be used by the
Advice Taker , a computer program that i s
to dec i de 'lhat to do by reasoning
Some
simple e~,amples are Biven of descriptions
of s i tuati ons and deductions that certain
goals can be achieved

1.

INTRODUCTION

Although formalized theories have been devised to express the most
important fields of mathematics and some progress has been made in formalizing
certain empirical sciences, there is at present no formal theory in Hhich one
Can express the kind of mesnD-ends analysis used in ordinary life. The closest
approach to such a theory of uhich I am auare is made by Freudenthal in Lincos [ 1 ].
Our approach to the artificial intelligence problem requi.r es a formal
theory. Namely, ue believe that human intelligence depends essentially on the
fact that ue can represent in language fscts about our situation, our goals, and
the effects of the various actions ue can perform. Uoreover, ue can drau
conclusions from the facts to the effect that certain sequences of actions are
lil<ely to achieve our goals.
In Programs Hith Common Sense [2], I discussed the advantages of having
a c0mputer program, to be called the Advice Taker that Hould reason from
collections of facts about its problem and derive statements about what it could
do. The name Advice Taker came from the hope that its behavior could be improved
by giving it advice in the form of neH facta rather than by reuriting the progr am.
The reader 10 referred to that paper for further information abouto.. ~e Advice
Taker nnd to Minsky's paper Steps Tcmards Artificial Intelligence
for a general
introduction to the subject.
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The first requirement for the Advice Ta\<;er is a formal system in Hhich
facto about situations , goals and actions can be expressed and containing the
g~neral facts about means and ends as axioms .
A start is made in this paper on
providing a system meeting the follouing specifications
wl.

General properties of causality and certain obvious but until
nOtT unformalized facts about the possibility and results of
actions are given as a:doms .

U2.

It is a lonical consequence of the facts of a situation and the
general axioms that certain persona can achieve certain goals
by taking certain actions .

U3.

The formal descriptions of situations should correspond as closely
as possible to tlhat people may reasonably be presumed to imou about
them uhen deciding uhat to do .

-
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2.

STIUATIONS AND FLUENIS

One of the basic entities in our theory is the situstion.
Intuitively, a situation is the complete state of affairs at some instant of
time. The laus of llXltion of a system determine from a situation all future
situations. ThUG a situation corresponds to the notion in physics of a point
in phase space. In physics, laus are expressed in the form of differential
equations uhich give the complete llXltion of the point in phase space.
Our system is not intended for the complete description of
situations nor for the description of complete laus of llXltion. Instead, He
deal uith partial descriptiOns of situations snd partial lat·;8 of motion,
11oreover, the emphasiS is on the simple qualitative lat·; s of everyday life rather
than on the quantitative 1at"7s of physics . As an example, take the fact that 1£
it is raining and I go outside I ui11 get uet.
Since a situation is a complete state of affairs He can never describe
a situation completely, and therefore ue provide no notation for doing GO in our
theory . Instead, ue state facts about situations in the language of an extended
predicate calculus. Examples of such facts are:
1.

raining (8)
meaning that i t is raining in situstion a

2.

time (s)

~
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giving the value of the time in situation s. It Hill
usually prove convenient to regard the time as a function
of the situation rather than vice versa. The reason for
this is that the numerical value of the time is knoon and
important only uhere the 1m·;:; of physics are being used .
3.

at(I,home,s)

or

at(I,home)(s)

meaning tbat I am at home in situation 8. He prefer and
uill use the second of the given notations that isolateo
the situation variable since in moat i f not all casea He
ui11 be able to suppress i t completely.
He shall not describe in this memorandum the logical system ue intend
to uee. Basically, it is a predicate calculus, but we shall use the
- notation
and if necesam:y conditional elCpressions as in LISP or ALGOL . ~Je shall extend
the meaning of the Boolean operators to operate on predicates . Thus by
at(I ,home) 1\ raining
He

mean the same as

As.

at(l,home) (6) A. raining(o)

A predicate or function "hose argument io a situation uill be called
a fluent, the former being called a propositional fluent . Thus, raining, !i!2,
and at(I,home) are all fluents, the fiTat and lact being p·; ;opositioual fluents .
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The term uas used by Neuton for a physical quantity that depends on time, and
according to my limited understanding of >mat he meant, the present use of the
term is justified.
In our formulas He Hill usually manage to use the
el:plicitly trriting variables representing oituations. This
use of random variables in probability theory t7ithout using
points in the sample space even though random variables are
regarded as functions defined on a sample apace .

fluents uithout
cor.responds to the
variables representing
s upposed to be

In fact He shall go further and give an interpretation of our theory as
a sort of modal logic in uhich the fluento are not regarded ao functions at alL

3.

CAUSALI TY

c ause.

In oeder to el..llress cauaal laNs ne introduce the second order predicate
The statement
cause(1T' )(s)

t-7here 7i' is a propositional fluent is intended to mean that the situation sHill
lead in the future to a situation that satisfies the fluent 17' . ThuB, cause (77')
is itself a propositional fluent . As an €J:ample of its use He ~:rrite
Vs . Vp. [person(p);\ raining ;\ outside (p) ::Jcauae(Het(p»] (s)

t-7hich as serts that a person ~lho is outside Hhen it is raining will get
make the convention that i f 7f' is a fluent then

~'let .

~'le

shall

means t he same as

With this convention He can m:ite the previous statement as

Wp . person{p) ;\. raining ;\. outside(p) :::;,

csuse(~'7€t(p»

uh ich suppresses e:&plicit mention of situations. As a second example He give a
spec i a l case of the laH of falling bodies in the form:
W t oVb . Vt' . Vh -,real(t)l\.real(t') A real (h) 1\ body ( b)
A unsupported{b)Areight(b)

[time

=

tJ::> cause (height(b)

J

=

~A[lgt2< 11

=

h-'\;gt2 /\ time=t'=t)

A

The concept of causality is intended to satisfy the tHO folloNing
general, lS'l'1S, uhich may be taken as ax ioms: Cl.

V. cause(1r)/\ [Vo7/'

C2 .

V cause (cause(1/'»::> cause(f/I)

C3 .

V.cause(17'l) Vcause( 1i' 2) J cause(ll'l v 11'2)

:;J

rJ::>cause{F)

The fact that ,.,e can suppress e::rplicit mention of oituations has the
follo,nng i nteresting consequence. Instead of regarding the 17"s as predicates
He may r egard them as proppsitions and regard cause as a net"] modal operator. The
oper a t or V seems then to be equivalent to the N (necessary) operator of ordinary
modal logic .
Conversely, it t"]ould appear t hat modal logic of necessity might be
regarded a s a monadic predicate calculus ",here all quantifiers are over situat i ons .
In the present case of causality, ue seem to have our choice of hOt"] to
l'''::oceeil.o 'Regarding the system as a modal logic seems to have the foUouing tHO
advantages .
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10 If He use the predicate calculus interpretation we require second
order predicate calculus in order to handle cause(1t)(s), t'7hile if we take the
modal interpretation t'lE! can get by Hith first order predicate calculus .
2.. He shall t'lant decision procedures or at least proof procedures for as
nruch of our system as possible. If ole use the modal approach many problems will
involve only substitution of constants for variables in universal statements and
'lil1 therefore fall into a fairly readily decidable domain .
Another example of causality is given by a 2- bit binary counter that
counts every second. In our formalism its behavior may be described by the
statement:

We VXoVxl' time = tAbitO = xol\bitl = xl:)cause (
time

= t+l/\ (bit

0

= "0

9 1) 1\ (bit 1

= Xl

$

(':0/1.1»)

'xc

In this example ~, .lli.Q.. and 2ill. are fluents tmile t.
and Xl are
numerical variables. The distinction is made clearer 1£ ne use the more longt'7inded statement
Vsl1tVxoVXI. time(s)

=

tA bit O(s)

=

Xc /I. bitl(s)

=

Xl?

cauae(~ s'. time(s') = t+l/l. (bitO(s') =':0$1) !\(bie1(s') = xllt(T>Q I\l»)(s)

In this case

h~lever

He can re'lrite the statement in the form

Vs.cause( 1\ s' • (time(s ') = time(s)+l}" \iitO{s')= bitO(s)9lJ"
[btU(s')

=

bitl(s)

(j}

(bit O(s) /\ 1)

J)

(a)

ThUll He see that the suppression of explicit mention of the situations forced us
to introduce the auxiliary quantities t, Xc and "1 'lhich are required because
tle can no longer use functions of too different situations in the same fonnula ,
Nevertheless, the s-suppressed form may still be Hortht·! hile since it admits the
modal interpretation.
The time as a fluent satisfies certain axioms .. The fact that there is
only one situation corresponding to a given value of the time may be expressed by
the axiom
T1.11'.J'11'11 pVt. cause{time

=

tA11')/\ cause {time = tAP)?

cause (time = tA7r'y)
Another axiom is
T2 0

Wtoreal(t)1\ t '7 time:)cause(time

c

t)

4.

ACTIONS AND TlJE OPEMTOR .£!!£

situation

He shall regard the fact that a 1'e1"son performs a certain action in a
305 a propositional fluent.
Thus
moves (perEon,

o~ject,

location)(s}

is regarded as asserting that person ~ object to location in the situation ~.
The effect of moving something is described by
WI' Vo

\11.,

moves{1',o,l) J cause(at(o,l)

or in the long fOl1m
fls \1p 'fc ¥l.lllDves(p,o,l)(sJ? cause(fls' .at(o,l)(s' »(s)

In o1"der to discuss the ability of peroons to achieve goals and to
perform actions lIe introduce the Opel"ator £!!£.
cnn(p,'", )(8)
asserts that the perGon I' can malte the situlltion a satisfy
He see that
ean(p,,,,) is a propositional fluent and that like cause, ~ may be regarded either
as a second order predicate or a 1llOdal operatol" Ocr. most CG=n use of Sill uill
be to assert that a person can perform a certatn action. ThuG He Hrite
cau(p,moveD(p,o,l»(s)
to assert that in situation

G,

the per GOO p cen move the object

The operator.£{\!! oatisfies the

°

to location 1.,

:lZiOU1S

Kl.

W'fT'Vf IIp. [can(p.1f')I\<1t'::>f) J

X2"

'!'!11' VPl '11'2, [--vcan(pJ.,'Tl')l\.can(Pl.rVT)]

'!'!::o "!;"Vf [can(p,'!!') I/can(p,

can(p,p)

e)~can(p, 1/1

Y

f)

J

~: .7:..~~

and

It"¥f' '.10 n.moves(p,o,l) J cause(at(o,l»
"i7e c~n

deduce

cnn(p, caune(at(o,l.»)
'::'hi;.::h

ChOH3

·~Oi~!.c.!S

thnt t:l1c opero.toi:'s ££n nud

C<luse

orten ShOH up i!:!. the same formula.

'The ability of people to pel"fonD joint netions can be e:!-:pressed by
like

A kind of transitivity is e::presGed by the follou1ng: Theorem 1)

From

can(p,

cause(~»

and

V. 17' 2l can(p, cause (

2)

p»

it follen-IS that
3)

can(p, cauae(can( p, cause(!"»»

Proof
Substitute can(p, cause(f» for f in axiom C1 and substitute
cause (-',..) for 7r' and cause(can(p, cause( ? }» for f in axiom KL The
conclusion then folloHS by propositional calculus.
In order to discuss the achievement of goals requiring sevel."al consecutive
ac tions lIe introduce canult(p.17') uhich is intended to mean that the person p can
ult imat ely bring about a situation satisfying 71' , We connect it uith £!!.!?:. and cause
by means of the mdom
KCl.
ThiG

1I. Up V7r. 7/'V
lL~iom

partially corresponds to the LISP- type recursive definition

canult(p,~)
~)e

can(p,cause(c3nult(p, 11'»):::;. canult(p,77' )

=

17'

V can(p, cause(canult(p,77'»)

slso ;)ant the md=
KC2 .

VVpV7!' . cause(canu1t(p,1I'»? canu1t(p,1)')
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5.

ElWIPLES
!. The !1onltey can Bet the Bananas

The first example ~le shall consider is a situation 1n Hhich a monkey
is in a room 1'7here a bunch of bananas is hanging from the ceiling too high to
reach . In the corner of the room is a box, and the solution to the monkey ' B
problem is to move the box under the bananas and climb onto the box from Hhich
the bananas can be reached .
He uant to describe the situation in such a Hay that i t fo11m.8 from
our ru:iomn and the description that the monkey can get the bananas . In this
~randum He shall not discuss the heuristic problem of h~7 moukeys do or even
might solve the problem. Specifically, ~le shall prove that
canult (monkey, has (monltey, bananas»
l'he situation is described in a very oversimplified uay by the
statements : -

foll~ling

HI.

VVu . place (u),J cau(monkey ,move (monkey , box,u»

HZ .

Wu Vv Vp move (p,v,u)?cause(at(v,u»

H3.

V can (monkey ,climbs (monl:ey, box})

H4.

V VuVvVp . at(v,u)!\.climbs(p,v)::>cause(at(v,u)!\on(p,v»

liS .

V place(under(bauanas»

H6 .

V at(bo", under(bananas»

II7 .

V'Ip Vl:, reach(p,,,):::> cause(has(p,x»

seven

II on (monltey ,box)::> can (oonkey ,reach (monkey ,bananas»

The reasoning proceeds as fo11oH8: From 1 and S by substitution of under(bananas)
for u and PC (propositional calculus) He get
I}

can (monkey , move (box , under(bananas»)

Using 1) and HZ and axiom CI, He get
2)

can(monkey, cause(at(box, under ( bananas»»

Similarly H3 and II4 and Cl give
3)

at (box .• under (bananas» :::> can (monltey ,cause { at(box,under(banan8s» 1\ on (IOOnl{ey ,box» )

Then H6 and H7 give
4)

at (boJ' ,under (bananas»

f\ on (monltey ,box) J

can (monkey, cause (has (monl:ey , bananaG»}

NOH , Theorem 1 is used to combine 2), 3) and 4) to ge t

5)

can(monkey ,cause (can(monltey ,cause(can(monltey ,cause ( has (monkey, bananas»}»)
Using KCl, ue reduce thin to
canu! t (monltey , has (oonlwy, bananas)})
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AN ENDG&IE

A simple 8<ilruation in a t1·70 person gal!li! CBn arise uhere player P1 has
t170 moves, but ~,hichever he chooses player P2 has a move that >!ill beat him. Tbis
situ.'ltion may be described as fo11ouo:·
1)

can(P1 ,tnIJ I\can(p1 .1lI2)1\ (mt V m2)

2)

l m1 J

3)

fJ. 1i'l V 7l'Z ::J

il)

"I. (71' 1/\ n1) V (11'2/\ n2) ::J cause(uin(P2})

cause ( 11'1) ]

1\

[mz

~an(pz,

:::>

cause(1T'Z)

J

nt)l\can(Pz,n2) A (n1 V n2)]

He Hould like to be able to drau the conclusion
3)

canult(P2,uin(P2»

He proceed as folloue :

From 1) and 2) ~re get

and ue use a=dom C3 to get
5)

cause(1i'l V1i'2)

Next ne uealten 3) to get

11' 1 ::Jcan(P2,

6)

V.

nl)

7)

Y!. 11' Z -:) can(pz, nz)

and

and tben ue use Kl to get
8)

V.11'l ~ can(pZ' 11' 1

9)

1J. 11'2 ~ can(pz. 71'2 1\ n2)

f'..

nl) and

The propositional calculus giveo
10)

",. 1)'1 V 77'2 ~ can(P2. 77'1/\ nl)

can(pZ' 71'Z I\. n 2)

and using K3 ue get

uhicb together uith 4) and K1 gives
12)

v.

7i't V

70. -:Jcan(pZ'

cauGe(uin(P2»)

'1b1ch together uith 5) and C1 give::;
13)

cause(can(pZ' cause(uin(PZ»)
Uoing the axioma for canul!;, ne nat7 get

14)

canu1t(P2, uin(P2» ·

-,

':" ',., ~

6.

NOTE

After finishing the bull~ of this memorandum I came across The Syntax
of TiIOO Distinctions (4J by A.N,Prior . Prior defines modal operators P and F ~mere
P(1/')

means

'it has been the case that 71' , and,

F(1l')

means

'it l;ill be the case that 11"

He subjects these operators to a number of axioms and rules of inference
in close analogy to the ,-,e!1-knmm [ 5 ] modal logic of possibility. He also interprets
this logic in a restricted predicate calculus uhere the variables range over tiMes .
He then extends his logic to include a some,-m at undetermined future and claims
(unconvincingly) that this logic cannot be interpreted in predicate calculus .
I have not yet made a detailed comparison of our logic uith Prior's, but
here are some tentati.ve conclusions ,

1.

The causality logic should be extended to allol-] inference about the past ,

2.

Causality logic should be extended to alloH inference that cer tain
propositiollBl fluents l-7ill always hold.

3, cause (11' ) satisfies the axioms for his F(1r> l-,hich means that his futurity
theory possesses, from his point of vieH, non- standard models. Namely, a collection
of functions Pl(t),P2(t) may satisfy his futurity axioms and assign truth to
p(l);\ ---J(Fp)(o). In our system this is ol~ because something can happen uithout
being caused to happen.
4 . I f ~,e combine his past and futul'ity axioms, our system ,-,ill no longer fit
his axioms and
PFl .

p :::> "" F (--P(p)

PF2,

p

~

--vP(NF(p»

since ue do not nish to say that "hatever ie, Has aluays inevitable ,
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